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Locations:  

 

Brisbane: 

79 Chetwynd Street,  

Loganholme, QLD, 4129, Australia 

 

Canberra: 

13 Bedford Street, 

Queanbeyan West, NSW, 2620, Australia 

 

Port Moresby: 

Ela Beach Hotel 

Ela Beach Road, POM, NCD 

Port Moresby 111, Papua New Guinea 

 

Within Australia: 1300 241 541 

International: +61 7 3290 4333 

Company Email: info@ceq.com.au 

Company Website: www.ceq.com.au 

mailto:info@ceq.com.au
http://www.ceq.com.au/


  

  

  

Since its beginning in 2000, CEQ has been driven to lead the electrical 

services industry in the delivery of high-quality outcomes to complex 

projects. CEQ has grown from a humble start in South East Queensland 

to a geographically diverse organisation encompassing Australia and the 

Asia-Pacific. CEQ's approach to project delivery is based on purposeful 

engagement with our clients, a comprehensive understanding of the 

electrical industry and a deep commitment to quality. CEQ provides 

tailored electrical solutions across five main delivery segments, Water 

Infrastructure, Food & Beverage, Specialty Construction, Mining and 

Managed Services. CEQ operates across Australia, Macau, Thailand, Fiji, 

Solomon Islands, and Papua New Guinea.      

 

Our clients demand the very best and CEQ has earned a reputation for 

delivering the highest quality outcomes in some of the industry's most 

difficult environments. CEQ's success has been built on a proven track 

record of project performance, integrity and the ability to exceed our 

client’s expectations.  

 

We are a people business and our company culture is our greatest asset. 

At CEQ we possess a unique DNA that exists within the collective of our 

people, this DNA is what sets us apart from our competition and is the 

core component to our success.  

 

CEQ combines a strong history of high-quality performance with an 

innovative approach to deliver the electrical industry's most challenging 

projects, we pride ourselves on providing our clients the most valuable 

results irrespective of a projects size, location or complexity. 

 

Overview 



  

  

 

 
Vision 

VISION  

 

CEQ’s vision is to be recognised as the “go to” provider for complex 

electrical works, across the greater Asia Pacific region. Through 

sustainable strategic growth, the company will market its services across 

the region, invest in the skilled growth of its employees, maintain its 

reputation for quality and perform consistently against these measures.  

 

 

Mission  

VISION  

 

CEQ will deliver industry leading electrical solutions to the Australia and 

the Asia Pacific. We will provide a positive contribution to the industry 

through our commitment to safety leadership, the training of our staff 

and consistent and practical application of our values.  

 

 

Values  

VISION  

 

1. Safety – Everyone home, everyday; 

2. Forward Thinking - We are innovative and progressive; 

3. Committed to Quality - Our product is our reputation; 

4. Adaptive - We meet our challenges with determination and 

resourcefulness; 

5. Will to win - We are proud of our success and are focused on 

reaching our goals. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

CEQ provides end to end electrical and engineering services to the 

commercial, industrial and mining markets. Since our inception in 2000, 

CEQ has worked in the electrical industry’s most demanding areas and has 

been part of some of the most complex projects across Australia and the 

Asia Pacific Regions.  

CEQ delivers turnkey solutions for the Water Infrastructure, Mining, and 

Food & Beverage industry’s working on brown and green field installations. 

We can provide engineering assistance coupled with expert project 

management to produce a value engineered and fit for purpose solution. 

To streamline the delivery process CEQ also designs and builds our own 

heavy industrial switchboards and motor control centres.    

Having worked on challenging and different electrical projects, our electrical 

workers are unique to the industry and have the experience to set CEQ 

apart from our competitors in our complex project target market.  

These select areas represent our core focus and we continuously strive to 

develop each distinct delivery model to reflect the individual needs of our 

clientele. CEQ offers a full-service delivery from concept and design to testing 

and commissioning. Our key services include:

- Project Management 

- Design 

- MCC manufacturing 

- PLC and SCADA 

Engineering 

- RPEQ Certification 

- Electrical Installation 

- Shutdown and 

changeover management 

- Automation 

- High Voltage works 

- Cable Management 

Systems 

- Custom Switchboard 

design and manufacture 

- Hazardous Area Works 

- Service and Maintenance 

- Lighting Solutions 

- Energy Management 

- MSSB Design and 

Construction 

- Building Management 

Systems 

- Testing and 

Commissioning 

- Security and Electronics 

 

 

 

 

Services 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CEQ maintains and continuously enhances an Integrated Business 

Management System with the objective of providing consistent processes 

and outcomes in the areas of Health, Safety, Environment and Quality 

across all its projects. 

CEQ maintains management processes in line with governing authorities, 

to ensure that all CEQ Australia staff are committed to the Integrated 

Business Management System requirements through their behaviour and 

their actions. 

Its management systems have received Third Party Certification from one 

of the world’s leading National Standards Body in GRS.  The company prides 

itself on the quality of the installations consistently delivered. This quality is 

reinforced from positive client testimonial worldwide, and repeat business 

received post successful completion. 

Employees are an integral part of the company’s success. Employees are 

empowered to challenge current thinking and to participate in continuous 

improvement of the management systems, to continually improve the 

company and its reputation. CEQ’s Management Systems are backed by 

Third Party Certification under the Master Electricians Australia banner of 

“Safety Connect” and accredited to ISA 9001 standards.  

“Commitment 

not 

Compliance” 
 

Quality and Safety 

Management 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

CEQ's commitment to quality and diverse skill set has led to expansion into the 

Asian construction services market. We believe that Australian electrical industry 

produces the best electricians in the Asia Pacific. Their experience, quality and 

commitment to safety is a highly valuable commodity in the world’s largest 

construction market.  

CEQ employ a highly collaborative work philosophy where ever we work. This 

philosophy coupled with our brand of leadership has contributed to successful 

projects being completed across the Asia Pacific including Papua New Guinea, 

Thailand, Macau, and all major states and territories in Australia. CEQ has offices 

in Brisbane, Canberra, Port Moresby and Suva and is able service the all parts of 

Asia Pacific with a mobile and experienced work force.  

“Australia, New 

Zealand, Asia & 

The Pacific” 

Where we work 

 



 

  

  

Markets 



 

  

 

 
 

  

 

“The Managed Services 

concept aligns elite 

electrical tradespeople 

with challenging project 

situations such as the loss 

of onsite contractor due 

to insolvency, difficulty in 

meeting demanding 

deadlines and defects 

liability period assistance.” 

 

As the Asian construction market continues to lead the globe in growth, 

CEQ’s Managed Services team, built on the back of almost 20 years of 

project delivery, provides a simple solution to complex electrical services 

problems. CEQ’s Managed Services team has been developed to service 

the Asia Pacific construction industry, with the aim of supporting our 

clients in a period of a project’s peak demand and critical milestone 

delivery.  

The success of CEQ’s Managed Services team is built on our integration 

with local labour resources and the ability to be able to deliver a scope 

of work when it matters. The effectiveness of this integration is achieved 

through both leadership and education with an emphasis on 

collaborating with local labour in order to realise the projects maximum 

potential. 

CEQ’s Managed Services team provides expert tradespeople for large 

scale projects in the Asia pacific region i.e. Hong Kong, Macau, India, Fiji 

and PNG. The team comprises of highly experienced trades people and 

engineers with the ability to deliver critical electrical services for any 

project’s critical path. 

WYNN PALACE CASINO, MACAU 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

CEQ's unique and extensive experience in the food and beverage 

industry has seen works completed for some of the world’s leading food 

organisations. Our client base reflects our commitment to the high 

standards associated with working in food grade facilities. CEQ's ability 

to perform complex works at the highest calibre in critical situations has 

earned CEQ a reputation for being one of Australia’s leading electrical 

contractors in the food processing industry.   

Our staff are suitably experienced in the rigours of working in meat 

abattoirs and associated facilities and can provide efficient results 

irrespective of the size, environment or project location. 

CEQ offers design assistance and provides full automation and process 

electrical functional design development. CEQ’s in-house engineering 

and automation staff are proficient at tailoring complex process 

solutions to the needs of our clientele ensuring the best possible 

outcome is achieved. 

 

Capabilities: 

- Detailed Design development   

- Process automation  

- Critical services shutdowns  

- Food grade electrical 

installations 

- Lighting design and installation 

- Emergency power systems 

- Generator installation  

- Cabling 

- Data and Communications 

- Subcontractor management 

SCRIVENER DAM   PROJECT , CANBERRA ACT   

AUSTRALIAN COUNTRY CHOICE BONING ROOM PROJECT 



 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CEQ's Specialty Construction team is a focused and driven delivery 

unit. In the Specialty Construction market, the Electrical Services 

Contractors rely on internal leadership and project control to deliver 

safe and successful projects in this competitive and business 

environment. CEQ emphasise the importance of strong 

communication and collaboration with our clients to produce the best 

possible outcome. 

CEQ understands the differences each market has, and our project 

teams are assembled with the most suited individuals. CEQ’s Specialty 

Construction Team are experienced in construction projects such as 

Data Centres, Rail, Government facilities, Marine infrastructure, 

petrochemical and defence. 

  

 

Capabilities: 

- Project leadership  

- Value management 

- Custom MSB and Installation  

- Reticulation  

- Cable support systems  

- Lighting design and installation 

- Power systems 

- Generator installation  

- Cabling   

- Data and Communications 

- Subcontractor management 

-  

APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

 

 

CEQ offers a first-class service in the design and delivery of water treatment, 

waste water and sewerage projects. CEQ’s Engineering team can provide 

expert solutions and assist from the early stages of concept design to the 

delivery and commissioning of water infrastructure projects, irrespective of 

size and complexity. CEQ offers full automation services and specialises in 

PLC installation/programming, SCADA network design and implementation.  

Throughout CEQ’s journey the Water infrastructure sector has developed into 

one of our core business areas. The Infrastructure Services team has grown in 

size and capability through each complex project establishing CEQ as one of 

the most highly regarded companies in this challenging infrastructure 

discipline.   

 

Capabilities: 

- End to end electrical services for 

water and waste water 

treatment facilities  

- Engineering and Design 

- Process Control systems design 

and installation 

- SCADA 

- PLC 

- In house built custom Motor 

control centres and 

switchboards 

- Critical shutdowns and 

changeovers 

- Maintenance  

-  

SCRIVENER DAM PROJECT, CANBERRA ACT 



 

  

  

CEQ’s Mining team comprises of a team of highly experienced professionals 

that take pride in the product they deliver. With safety leadership and a 

commitment to quality, CEQ is able to produce exceptional results on mining 

facilities across the Asia Pacific. Our staff are appropriately skilled and 

accredited to perform works on the industry’s strictest mining operations.  

CEQ has worked in mining markets such as coal, gas and metalliferous with 

some of the industry’s largest mining organisations. CEQ’s offering in this 

discipline is based on experience, high standards and a commitment to 

safety.      

 

Capabilities: 

- Mine specific electrical 

configurations    

- Mechanically protected cabling 

support systems 

- FIFO teams  

- Hazardous Area compliant 

installations  

- High Voltage  

- Maintenance  

- Shutdowns and changeovers  

- Temporary services  

- Emergency power systems 

- Critical shutdowns and 

changeovers 

- Maintenance  

-  



 

  

 

 

 

  

Projects 



 

  

 

 
CEQ was engaged to provide 24,000-man hours in labour services 

for the development of the POM Power Station near Port Moresby, 

as part of the Clough Wartsila Joint Venture.  Labour services were 

provided as a combination of highly skilled expatriate electricians, 

skilled and unskilled local employees, providing CEQ the 

opportunity to impart tacit knowledge, and execute transfer of 

skills on the project.  The project consists of one Site Engine Hall, 

housing six Gas Generator Engines, providing MV Supply to a 

dedicated MV Switchroom, LV Switchroom and all Ancillary 

buildings. The POM Power Station produces 58MW base load 

power to the Port Moresby power grid through its new 66kv power 

line and substation network and will support economic and 

industrial development in Papua New Guinea. 

 

POM Power Station, Port Moresby 

CEQ’s Managed Services team was engaged to provide electrical 

services support on the 4.6 billion-dollar Wynn Palace Casino. The 

Casino consists of 1,700 rooms with 29 floors and has a 

construction floor around 450,000 square meters. The team were 

given the task of accelerating the electrical works to achieve fixed 

project milestones. This large project faced some challenging 

circumstances in which CEQ representatives worked closely with 

Leightons Asia to deliver critical areas of the casino including the 

exterior lighting system, HVAC electrical services, electronic and 

security, lift and escalators and general electrical installations.  

 

 

Wynn Palace Casino, Macau 

Ichthy’s Onshore Operating Facility, Darwin  

CEQ’s Managed Services team was deployed to assist Veolia 

Energy in the completion of the Mechanical Electrical, BMS and 

automated control applications of the Ichthy’s Gas Facility after 

the previously engaged contractor went into liquidation. The 

operation’s facility of the gas plant consisted of a range of 

diverse buildings, including a warehouse, hazardous chemical 

area, cafeteria, research and development area, laboratories 

and the gas plant’s main control room. CEQ’s scope of work 

centred on the control and automation of the facility’s 

mechanical and BMS operations. These works included design, 

switchboards, cabling, testing, device installation, project 

management and commissioning.  All installations were 

completed to the site operator’s (JKC) rigorous mine-specific 

requirements.  



 

  

  

CEQ is proud to be a part of the APEC Haus project, which has 

delivered an iconic building that showcases Papua New Guinea 

throughout the APEC Conference. The design concept for the 

building is a contemporary impression, based on the Lakatoi Sail 

of the Motu-Koita culture, and the structure has been purpose 

built to provide a facility that the people of Papua New Guinea can 

enjoy long term when it is handed to the Tourism Promotion 

Authority and converted into a museum. 

 

CEQ’s scope included supply, installation and commissioning of 

the Power, Light, Back up Generation, CCTV, Security, Access 

Control, Communications, IT Network and Exterior Feature 

Lighting.  The project was completed in 10 months using a 

combination of expatriate and local labour. This is an iconic 

building that displays the culture and traditions that the PNG 

people celebrate and hold close to their hearts; a legacy that the 

Nation can be proud of. 

 

APEC Haus, Port Moresby 

The ANGAU Memorial Hospital provides critical health services 

for the city of Lae, Papua New Guinea, as well as the greater 

Morobe region. The Australian Government, represented by the 

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), is working in 

partnership with the Government of Papua New Guinea to 

redevelop the ANGAU Memorial Hospital. Funded by DFAT, this 

$170M project aims to upgrade the existing health services 

infrastructure at the Hospital. CEQ was approached by CPB 

Contractors to carry out the electrical works for the Birthing and 

Children’s Outpatient Departments (COPD). Throughout the 

project, CEQ has continued to integrate national labour hire, 

guiding and mentoring locals towards an increased knowledge of 

the electrical industry.  

ANGAU Memorial Hospital, Lae 

CEQ’s Specialty Construction Division was tasked with the electrical 

design, installation and commissioning for the upgrade of the 

existing QR Mayne facility at Bowen Hills, Brisbane. The works 

included installation of new 1500kVA Transformer, 4 new 

distribution boards, upgrades to the lighting, power, fire and 

emergency lighting throughout 2 buildings and a new service 

platform for the safe access and egress of the rolling stock. The 

complex program of works required CEQ to demonstrate flexibility 

whilst completing each section and work closely with QR Staff.  

The team performed all works whilst maintaining access to the QR 

employees to allow a seamless integration between the remaining 

service facility and the new installation. 
 

 

QR Mayne Facilities Upgrade, Brisbane 



 

  

 

 

 

  

CEQ was contracted to perform the design and construct scope of 

works for the electrical and process control services for the new 

Maleny Sewerage Treatment Plant. The project was an important 

piece of community infrastructure for Unity Water and the 

development centred on four main objectives to deliver a safe, 

reliable, robust and value for money installation for the people of 

the township of Maleny.  CEQ was responsible for the design, 

documentation and certification of the facility which consisted of 

several new buildings, flow balancing, biological secondary 

treatment, tertiary filtration, effluent disinfection, chemical dosing 

and odour management. The 17-million-dollar plant required 

several new innovative solutions that CEQ developed in order to 

ensure the Maleny STP was delivered on time and a high industry 

standard. 

Maleny Sewerage Treatment Plant, Sunshine Coast 

The EIMC Renewal Project’s overall goal is to increase the safety and 

reliability of the electrical and control installation on 93 reservoirs, 

valve farms and pump stations throughout the ACT. CEQ was excited 

to partner with Icon Water to provide the electrical, instrumentation, 

monitoring and control works for this project. The scope of work 

included switchboard manufacture, testing and installation, civil 

works for switchboard slabs and underground cable reticulation, 

replacement of valve actuators, upgrade of site cabling and cable 

reticulation, and commissioning with Icon Water’s control team. All 

sites are functioning assets and needed to remain operational 

throughout the installation with small windows of time available for 

the assets to be offline. The telemetry system at each site needed to 

be changed, which, in turn, affected other network sites. 

 

EIMC Renewal Project, Canberra 

Lower Molonglo Water Quality Control Centre, ACT  
The Lower Molonglo Water Quality Control Centre has become a 

familiar home for CEQ in recent years, with multiple site upgrades 

and installs. CEQ was tasked with replacing the three existing 

Aeration Blowers after they had exceeded their economic life. Three 

new 2,500A switchboards were built and installed by CEQ, which 

were each fed by a dedicated Transformer via Resin Filled 2500A IP 

Rated Busduct. CEQ was also awarded the upgrade to the Centre’s 

furnace and exhaust systems. The scope of works included the 

supply and installation of VSDs and IO controllers, instrumentation 

and all cabling and associated support systems. As the ACT’s main 

wastewater treatment plant, CEQ is excited to be working alongside 

Downer Utilities as an integral part of the maintenance and upgrade 

of a vital piece of the regions infrastructure. 

 



 

  

 

 

  

CEQ was contracted by Leighton Contractors to perform the 

Electrical Services on the 10 Permanent Buildings at APLNG. The 

project included the Main Control Admin Facility, Marine Terminal 

Building, Fire Station Medical Facility, Compressor Control 1, 

Compressor Control 2, Maintenance/Lab Workshop, Warehouse, 

Dangerous Goods Store, Waste Storage and Marine Guard 

House. During the 11 Month Construction period CEQ was also 

called upon to perform additional scopes of work for Leighton 

Contractors which included the Assembly and Installation of Site 

Main Switchboards and the placement of 18 Klms of SWA 

Underground cables weighing in at approx. 60 Tonnes.  

 

APLNG Permanent Buildings, Curtis Island 

CEQ was successful in the award of the electrical and 

instrumentation works of the BMA Goonyella Riverside Mine 

Horizontal Belt Filter Installation project, by our client, Walz 

Group. The project consists of the electrical and instrumentation 

installation of a new Horizontal Belt Filter (BF703) into the existing 

Belt Filter Building. The installation will make it the 4th of its kind 

at BMA Riverside Goonyella Coal Preparation Plant since 2008.  A 

portfolio of plant upgrades aim to increase efficiencies, decrease 

waste, and amplify the capacity of the facility while upgrading 

essential infrastructure in the plants operation. 

 

BMA Goonyella Riverside Mine, Moranbah 

Lihir Gold Mine SAG Ball Feeder Installation, Lihir  

Located in the New Ireland Province of Lihir in Papua New Guinea, 

CEQ executed Electrical and Instrumentation works on the Semi 

Autogenous Grinding Mill’s Ball Feeder project. This project 

automated the addition of grinding media to the HGO1, HGO2 & 

FGO SAG mills to enable a consistent ball charge to be maintained 

within each mill, maximising grinding circuit throughput and 

ultimately increasing efficiency of the operation.  In conjunction 

with risk reduction in manual handling labour, the project 

introduced innovations and technology not seen in the region, and 

continued rollout of initiatives from other Newcrest mine 

sites.   The project reflects Newcrest’s Safety and Sustainability, 

Operating Performance and Technology and Innovation pillars, 

making work easier and safer, increases productivity and provides 

an optimum ball charge to the grinding mills for increased ore 

processing tonnage. 
 



 

  

 

  

The history of successful project completions between CEQ and 

Teys continued with the Beenleigh Waste Water and Bio-Gas 

Collection project. The scope of the works was to upgrade the 

current wastewater treatment system at the Teys Beenleigh 

facility to include a Covered Anaerobic Lagoon (CAL) with capacity 

for the capturing of biogas for flaring and boiler fuel, and an 

installation of a pond based Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) 

plant including an aeration system, clarifier system and capacity 

for dewatering sludge (WAS). This project provided CEQ with 

exposure to previously unseen technologies and proved to be a 

value experience for all involved. 

 

Teys Bio-Gas Collection, Beenleigh 

CEQ was engaged to provide general light and power systems for 

the extension of the existing Production and Distribution facility 

located in Ipswich, QLD. This included electrical solutions for 

production areas such as Syrup and Post-mix facilities, Flammable 

and Dangerous Goods Storages, as well as services and refurbished 

office spaces.  The team were tasked with complying to a challenging 

program which included the minimisation of disturbances to 

existing operations. CEQ liaised heavily with all services to ensure 

the integration of the new installation was smooth and without 

disruption.  
 

Schweppes/Asahi Extension, Wulkuraka 

JBS Riverina Feedlot Electrical Upgrade, Yanco  

CEQ was engaged by JBS Australia to provide electrical upgrades to 

the Riverina Feedlots, located in central NSW.  Works included the 

construction of a new switchroom, supply and installation of new 

main switchboard, new electrical, controls and instrumentation 

cables and all associated peripherals. The project introduces a 

brand new PLC and SCADA system for the operations of grain 

receival, feedlot milling and processing equipment, and removal of 

all aging and redundant cabling across the plant. The feedlot has a 

carrying capacity of over 53,000 head of cattle and is operational 

365 days a year. Working closely with JBS, CEQ was able to ensure 

the continuity of operations throughout the duration of the project. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


